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Summary
Traditional background noise spectra were measured preceding the construction of a 108 MW
wind farm power-generating facility 8 - 18 km off the Dutch coast of Egmond aan zee. The
analysis of the measurements showed that the ambient noise levels were mainly determined by
ship-noise and matched the Wenz reference category “heavy ship traffic”, which was mainly
pronounced in the frequency range of 40 to 200 Hz. The higher ambient levels around 100 Hz
were attributed to sand dredging operations of three large trailing suction hopper dredgers in
the vicinity of the measurement locations. From two of the three vessels the underwater sound
signatures were measured at close range. In a time period of 2 to 3 hours dynamic ambient
signature changes of 10 dB occurred, which were related to coastal traffic lanes of coasters,
220 kW-licensed fishing vessels, tug boats and suppliers. Ambient noise levels in the northern
locations could have been affected by pump noise from the gas transport rig Q8-B and its
transport network through the area.
By coincidence very high impulsive sound pressure levels of underwater detonations were
captured on two of the three missions. Out of 12 cases seven events were recorded and
analysed. In all cases the exact firing location could be retrieved with the distance to the source
varying between 29 and 35 km. The sound pressure levels at this range were in the range of
155 to 165 dB re 1 μPa Vrms, which exceed the internationally adapted guideline category
“maximum exposed zone” for harbour porpoise at a large distance from the source. The results
further suggest that mitigation measures for harbour porpoise and seals on these controlled
events are urgently needed.
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1.1. Introduction
1.2. Ambient noise
Ambient noise, unlike man-made sound sources, cannot be related to a particular direction or
source. The underwater noise level has not a dynamic behaviour in a specific volume. Therefore
the SPL (Sound Pressure Level) will be the same everywhere and it is not necessary to specify
the range at which it was measured at (cf. Source level). So, the ambient noise is specified as a
particular SPL and can be regarded as a 3D “surround” sound pressure level.
The level of the underwater noise and its ratio to the acoustic sensing capabilities of aquatic
animals is an important measure for understanding the impact of anthropogenic (man-made)
noise, especially when this concerns the larger coastal construction projects in permanent
positions and when anthropogenic noises are coupled into seawater raising the traditional
ambient levels permanently. When these levels raise, either by environmental conditions or manmade noises, the detection of preys (foraging) or communications between aquatic animals out
in the sea could be jeopardised, as one of the most difficult parts is to “hear” the target through
all the background noise. The underwater acoustic background noise in a particular area will be
an important factor for aquatic mammals to maintain there natural behaviour and when these
levels affect the threshold detection levels the animals could react by migrating to other areas.
The predominant factors affecting the ambient noise levels are anthropogenic noise, with shiptraffic as most determining factor and sea state related noise, which is a summation of the sea
state noise, related to the condition of the sea surface in particular the wave height with the
wind condition and tidal current as agitators. The greater the size of the waves, the greater
their contribution to the ambient noise level. Since waves are agitated by wind, there is a direct
correspondence between the (steady) wind speed and the sea state. The condition of the sea
surface is quantified by the sea state, which is a number ranging from 0-9.

1.2.1. Sea state noise
Knudsen's curves (Knudsen, 1948) are the ambient noise spectral levels presented as straight
lines as a function of frequency and sea state conditions plotted on a logarithmic scale. The
parallel nature of the “curves” for various sea states signifies that the noise level increases with
increasing sea state by the same amount at all frequencies. Although developed more than a
half-century ago, the Knudsen's curves continue to be widely used to predict natural ocean
noise levels at frequencies from 1 to 100 kHz. The Knudsen’s curves of underwater ambient
noise as a function of sea state have been very useful for many years and are remarkably
effective, but it is now well established that the noise has a better correlation with wind speed
than with sea state or wave height (correlation of wind speed and sea state only occurs in
equilibrium conditions). This correlation with wind speed allows much more effective prediction
and forecast (from wind forecasts) than could be obtained from sea state, which is difficult to
estimate reliably.
Although open-ocean breaking wave noise is correlated with wind speed, local winds are not
required to create the sounds from breaking surf. Precipitation on the ocean surface also
contributes to ambient noise levels in the ocean. Rain can increase the naturally occurring
ambient noise levels by up to 35 dB across a broad range of frequencies extending from
several hundred Hertz to greater than 20 kHz. For drizzle in light winds, a broad spectral peak
10-20 dB above the background occurs near 15 kHz (Nystuen and Farmer, 1987).
The Beaufort Wind Scale, which ranges from 0-12 is the standard measure of the consistent
wind speed. The ambient noise contribution is directly proportional to wind speed and sea
state. The frequency of the noise from sea state tends to be greater than 300 Hz.
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Wind
Sea
speed
State
(Bft)

Wind
speed
(knts)

SPL ambient
1 kHz
(dB)

Description

Condition of the sea

0
1

0
0.5

0
1-3

44.5
50

Calm
Light Air

Sea like a mirror
Ripples but without foam crests

2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5-6

4-6
7-10
11-16
17-21
22-27

55
61.5
64.5
66.5
68.5-70

Light Breeze
Gentle Breeze
Moderate Breeze
Fresh breeze
Strong breeze

7

7

28-33

Near gale

8

8

34-40

Gale

9

9

41-47

Strong gale

10

9

48-55

Storm

11

9

56-63

Violent storm

12

9

64+

Hurricane

Small wavelets. Crests do not break
Large wavelets. Perhaps scattered white horses
Small waves. Fairly frequent white horses
Moderate waves, many white horses
Large waves begin to form; white foam crests,
probably spray
Sea heaps up and white foam blown in streaks
along the direction of the wind
Moderately high waves, crests begin to break
into spindrift
High waves. Dense foam along the direction of
the wind. Crests of waves begin to roll over.
Spray
Very high waves with long overhanging crests.
The tumbling of the sea becomes heavy and
shock like. Visibility affected
Exceptionally high waves. The sea is completely
covered with long white patches of foam lying in
the direction of the wind. Visibility affected
The air is filled with foam and spray. Sea
completely white with driving spray. Visibility very
seriously affected

Table 1 Categories of sea state and wind speed and the effects to the sea surface

1.2.2. Ship noise
The second main contribution to ambient noise is related to ship-traffic in general. In regions
where there are many transiting ships, the ambient noise will be increased substantially. This
noise, in contrast to the noise from sea state, will be at low frequencies from 10 Hz to 1000
Hz.

10-100 Hz – Noise levels depend heavily on shipping density and industrial activities. Levels
are typically in range of 60-90 dB with very little frequency dependence.

100-1000 Hz – Noise in this band is dominated by shipping (decreasing intensity with frequency
increases). A significant contribution is also from sea surface agitation. Urick (1986)
developed a model for predicting this shipping noise:

⎛ f ⎞
SPL SHIPPING = SPL100 − 20 log⎜
⎟
⎝ 100 ⎠
Where SPL100 is 60-90 dB based on shipping density

1-100 kHz – In this range sea surface agitation is the dominant factor, unless marine mammals
or rain is present. Knudsen (1948) presented a model to predict this contribution:

SPL SURF

⎧SPL1K
⎪
=⎨
⎛ f ⎞
⎪SPL1K − 17 log⎜ 1000 ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎩

IF f < 1000 Hz ⎫
⎪
⎬
IF f > 1000 Hz ⎪
⎭

SPL1kHz is given in table 1, and is based on sea state.
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In coastal waters these noises don’t travel that far and are absorbed in a measure depending
on the seabed structure. Noise levels depend on area operating in and “shipping density”.
Close proximity to shipping lanes and harbours increases noise levels.
The amount of shipping traffic can be estimated by broad geographical considerations. For the
purposes of estimating the ambient noise, the described locations are categorized in six
divisions:

Category

Description

Very remote
Remote
Quiet
Shipping Lanes

No other ships present for many miles
Infrequent distant ships
Occasional ship nearby
Many ships nearby
Constant passing of ships nearby,
offshore
Constant passing of ships nearby,
inshore

Heavy traffic (deep water)
Heavy traffic (shallow water)

Table 2. Shipping categories

The two dominant contributions to ambient noise, sea state and shipping can be predicted
using the categories in the table 2. The noise as a function of frequency is found in a graph
from a series of measurements called the Wenz curves.

1.3. Wenz Curves
Wenz curves (Figure 2) are a useful aid to categorize the ambient noise levels as a function of
ship-traffic and sea state condition. They represent the typical sound levels of ocean
background noises at different frequencies, as measured by Wenz (1962).

1.4. Off-Shore Wind farm Egmond aan Zee
The Off-Shore Wind farm Egmond aan Zee (OWEZ), formerly known as the Near Shore Wind
(NSW) farm, will be built in the Dutch coastal zone 8 - 18 km of the coast of Egmond aan Zee
and will consist of an arrangement of 36 wind turbines (Figure 3) with a total capacity of 108
MW. The northern part of the location is bordered by a Dutch navy exercise field and on the
west side is the coastal ship-traffic route. To the south-west is a road stead area for freight
carriers (5- 10 on average) waiting for their entrance towards the route to Amsterdam locks.
The ambient underwater sound characteristics in this part of the Dutch coastal zone are a
complex composition of environmental conditions and man-made noise with incidental high
shares of ship-traffic as dominant source with a compilation of relatively small 220 kW licensed
beam trawlers, suppliers and tugboats and incidental, partly submerged, contributions of naval
exercises.
As a consequence the ambient category of the area where the OWEZ is planned will probably
meet the reference “Shipping lanes and heavy traffic (shallow water)” (Table 2).
As a part of the Monitoring and Evaluation Program NSW (MEP-NSW) to the effects of the
construction of the OWEZ in the Dutch coastal zone knowledge on the traditional ambient noise
levels is needed to be able to weigh increased levels related to the construction and operation
of the wind turbines. Therefore measurements of ambient noise characteristics were scheduled
before the start of the construction, to serve as a reference to the normal baseline (T0)
condition. This project was carried out on behalf of NoordzeeWind.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Timing and organisation
Underwater background noise was measured in three periods preceding the start of the
construction of the OWEZ at the end of March 2006, on 04-06 October 2005, 13-20 October
2005 and 14-16 March 2006.
Underwater background noise was measured at fixed distances of 300 and 600 m from the
future wind turbine positions; the 900 m position was cancelled (Figure 2, measurement
locations). The missions were planned to meet a range of sea state conditions varying from 1-6
Bft and to capture any acoustic traditional sound source (ship-noise, etc.). A single mission, i.e.
cruise with a ship, spanned a time period of 3 to 7 days. The measurements were conducted
mostly in the day-time between 6:00 and 20:00. A second mission included a weekend to
measure background noise without the presence of fishing vessels.
The final mission’s purpose was to capture sound signatures under low sea sate conditions and
were originally planned in November and December 2006, however, low sea sate conditions
were not forecast until March 2006, shortly before the first construction activities. Even then
the actual sea state conditions were worse (sea state 4-5) than the forecast sea state 3.

2.2. Measurement platform
For the acoustic measurements at sea the commercial vessels ms “Borndiep” or ms “Marsdiep”
exploited by the company Pro Shipping in Den Helder were proposed as measurement
platforms. Both commercial vessels were completely equipped for near shore and offshore
work and have certificates from Dutch Shipping Inspection up to 200 nautical miles from the
coastline worldwide, however, at the time of the measurements the vessels were not available
and exploited in other fields. In stead the measurements took place on the former Netherlands
marine training vessel ms.”Hendrik Karssen’ (Figure 13, particulars), presently exploited for
sport fishing. In this field the skipper/owner built up a special skill in manoeuvring the vessel
with engines off, which contributed in targeting pre-defined locations with engines off with
accuracy < 10 m. Other relevant selection criteria were the noise contribution of the ship to the
measurement by installed equipment and the possibilities to power down these equipment
during the measurements; the dual engine/propulsion system in relation to safety and
operational risks during the measurements. The vessel was operated from its home port Den
Helder and met the safety and assurance requirements of the commissioner.

2.3. Environmental conditions
The recorded background noise files were sorted as a function of sea state with the wind speed
as reference parameter measured on the Meteo Mast on the west side of the concession area
(Figure 4, Meteo Mast). These data were made available by NoordzeeWind (the commissioner
of the project) and derived from an ultrasonic wind speed sensor coded as 3DWM4/NW/21,
mounted on the NW side of the mast 21 m above the water surface sensor. The actual wind
speed at the height of the acoustic measurement is normally lower, but the data were not
compensated for this offset. Initially missions were planned to cover different sea states in the
range of 1-6 (Urick, 1967), however, in the period the measurements were executed the
conditions were predominantly in the 4-6 range and lower sea states were rare (Graph 1 a & b,
wind speed conditions).
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2.4. Calculation of the Source Level of sound sources
2.4.1. Distance calculations
The Source Level (SL) of a specific emitted sound source is defined at a nominal distance of 1
m, expressed in dB re 1 μPa/ 1 m. But in reality sounds are rarely measured at short distances
as sound characteristics in the near field of the source are irregular and complex to predict.
The region from the source to r0 is called the near field, the region beyond this range is called
the far field.

Figure 1 Example of estimating the SL of a sound source by extrapolating far field sound
pressure levels (Nedwell 2004).
The most reliable way to estimate the SL of larger sound sources is to take the appropriate
distance and to measure the sound pressure in the far field and preferably at more than two
distances, according the extrapolation of far field results expressed in Figure 1. The Source
Level of incidental sounds, however, can sometimes only be measured at a single distance. On
those conditions the attenuation of the sound over distance, the propagation losses, can follow
a complex irregular pattern and could deviate from the standard estimate of 20 logD (distance),
particularly in shallow water conditions. The distance information between the source and the
hydrophone will have to be known. During the measurements the ship's position (and so the
hydrophone) was derived from the GPS position data from a GPS satellite receiver. The
received GPS data (NMEA data string) were directly logged and stored on hard disc and also
used to monitor the ship’s position relative to the target and to navigate towards the target. A
reference measurement in the laboratory in a fixed position was conducted to check the
accuracy of the Garmin 17 N type of GPS receiver (Figure 5, GPS accuracy). GPS receiver plots
over a period of 4 days were within the specification of the manufacturer (specified max
uncertainty 15 m, measured uncertainty max. 11.7 m, average uncertainty of 6 m). The
accuracy of the Source Level calculations of targets at a distance of 300 m will be inversely
proportional with the distance. At a distance of 300 m the maximum uncertainty will be 0.33 dB
(average 0.17 dB) and at 50 m 1.83 dB (0.11 dB average).

2.5. Data collection and time reference
All internal clocks of recording equipment and computers were synchronized daily at the start
of an experiment and referred to UTC (-2 hours of local Dutch time).
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2.6. Description of the measurement equipment
Sound vibrations were converted into an analogue electric signal by use of a calibrated highsensitive hydrophone (RESON TC 4032, S/N 1704048) with a sensitivity of -170 dB re 1V/μPa,
provided with an internal 10dB pre-amplifier with a linear response between 10- 80 kHz (+/-2.5
dB) (Graph 2, Response curve Reson TC4032 hydrophone). The hydrophone was suspended
from the ship by a 30 m extension cable. On the deck side the cable was connected to a
RESON EC 6073 input module, which facilitated as splitter for signal transfer and the powering
of the hydrophone with a DC supply battery (PBQ 17 of 12.6 V/17Ah).

2.6.1. Conditioning of the hydrophone signal
A battery powered amplifier (ETEC A1101) was used to amplify and filter the analogue
hydrophone signal. The amplifier was equipped with a selectable gain of 0-50 dB and a high
pass filter selectable in range of 1-100 kHz. The ambient measurements were conducted with a
gain setting varied varying between 0-20 dB depending on the sea state conditions and the
acoustic target and with a high-pass filter setting of 10 Hz to reduce the effects of heave and
rolling action of the ship to the ambient measurements.
Aliasing
Aliasing normally occurs when the frequency spectrum of the signal contains components at or
higher than half the sampling frequency (or rate). When these unrealistic components are not
correctly filtered (or band limited) from the signal, they will show up as aliases or spurious lower
frequency components that cannot be recognised from the valid sampled data. These errors in
data are actually at a higher frequency, but when sampled, appear as a lower frequency, and
thus, contribute to false information.
The frequency range of interest in which the hydrophone is sensitive is limited to a maximum of
200 kHz. As the gain characteristics of the A1101 amplifier were flat to 1MHz the amplifier
would be sensitive to high frequency pick-up noise signals. To reduce all contribution outside
the frequency range of the hydrophone the amplifier’s gain has was limited by a passive LC
network connected to the output of the amplifier to filter the HF noise above 150 kHz with 12
dB/octave. The response curve of the A1101 (Graph 3, Response curve ETEC A1101 amplifier)
shows the effects of the low- and high-pass filter settings. At 10 Hz high-pass the response is –
3.35 dB at all three gain settings and at 100 kHz the response is + 2.2 dB.

2.6.2. A/D conversion of the analogue signal
The conditioned analogue signal was connected via a coaxial input module (National
Instruments, type BNC 2110) to a 18 bit data acquisition card (National Instruments, type PCI
6281M) on which the analogue signals were digitized with a sample rate of 512 kHz (data rate
of 0.5 Msamples/s). The DAQ card was part of a PIV desktop computer. Data was acquired
using 16 of the 18 bits by an IMARES designed virtual instrument built with Labview 7.0
software (National Instruments). On this virtual instrument the input limits were set to the
estimated signal level from the A1101amplifier to use the optimum of the 96 dB dynamic range
of the DAQ card. Ambient noise measurements were mostly acquired with an input limit setting
of +/- 0.5 V. Data files were stored on hard disc in a binary format and consisted of a data
header, in which additional data, like the start time, sampling rate, gain input voltage range and
filter settings were stored. Part of this header information (gain, distance and sampling rate) is
used to scale the data in the analysis module.
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2.7. Procedures of a single measurement
2.7.1. Positioning of the vessel towards a measurement location
The approach of the ship to the measurement location was updrift with wind and tidal conditions
incorporated to drift the vessel as close as possible towards the target and with the
hydrophone deployed leeward to minimize the contribution of noise of breakwater to the
measurements. The approach was monitored on a LCD monitor and logged on a computer
using WINGPS software. When the ship approached the measurement location within a radius of
25 m an additional log file was triggered with a single data string of the ship’s position and the
shortest distance to the location. At that moment all engines were switched off and the
hydrophone was suspended. After the measurement was fully prepared and propeller
cavitations completely disappeared the UPS was disconnected from the AC mains and an
acoustic measurement was started with the actual start time logged in the header of the data
file. The timing of the passage of the vessel over the target location was also manually stored
on a log report as well as the shortest distance of the vessel to the measurement location. The
positioning of the ship with the plotted tracks of the vessel over a series of reference locations
is illustrated in Figure 6.
The data logging period was set to 195 seconds, but could be interrupted when needed. After
completion the hydrophone was taken on deck, the main engines started and the cycle
repeated for another measurement.
The timing of measurements also depended on the state of the ship’s 24 V battery system. The
timing of measurement locations was adapted to the charging of the battery with extra sailing
towards locations at longer distance.

2.7.2. Hydrophone deployment
When engines were switched off and the speed reduced to practically zero the hydrophone was
suspended at a depth of 7 m (and on the third trial at a depth of 4 m to minimise the effects of
cable noise) and still a warranty of no influence of reflections from the ship’s hull (draught of 1.9
m). To stretch the hydrophone cable and to assure vertical deployment of the hydrophone and
a stable sensing in the horizontal plane an additional rope was taped along the hydrophone
cable, with on the lower end a weight of 1.5 kg 1 m underneath the hydrophone. The
hydrophone was positioned leeward amidships at starboard side 2 m outside the hull (Figure 7).

2.8. Accuracy of the measurements and uncertainties.
2.8.1. Hydrophone calibration and accuracy
The hydrophone used in the experiments was purchased in September 2004 and calibration
certificate (Graph 2, Response curve of the Reson TC 4032 hydrophone) is dated 2004-09-27.
The quality of the hydrophone is expressed in the response curves of the sensor in the
horizontal and vertical plane. During the measurements at sea the hydrophone was calibrated
daily using the SPL/voltage relation of a pistonphone reference source (G.R.A.S., model 42AC),
which generates an calibrated 250 Hz sinusoidal type of signal with a sound pressure level of
134 dB re 20 μPa (Figure 9, calibration certificate of the G.R.A.S. 42 AC pistonphone). The
hydrophone reference pressure level was measured at the side gate of the hydrophone coupler
using a class 1 type of sound level meter (B&K, type 2239) with the hydrophone coupled onto
the pistonphone (Figure 8, hydrophone calibration set-up). With this instrument the opposed
sound pressure level is known with an uncertainty of 0.2 dB (Figure 10 a and b, Calibration
certificates sound level meter B&K, type 2239). This hydrophone calibration procedure was
executed daily after the measurements to match the physical hydrophone conditions of the
actual measurements (sea water temperature). The output signal of the hydrophone was
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acquired as separated calibration data file, which was used as scaling data in the analysis.
During the calibration all the engines on board of the vessel were switched off.
With this reference all system errors in the analogue/digital link were eliminated, assuming a
flat response curve of the hydrophone up to 80 kHz. Above this range the frequency response
will be incorporated in the results when sound pressure levels in this range are of interest.
The computer with the DAQ card was connected to a UPS (APC 1400) to cover the power
supply interruptions when ship engines were switched off. The 220 V main was derived from an
auxiliary engine (YAMAHA ES1000iS, tank contents 2.5 l and an extension 20 l tank,
consumption is 10 l per 24 hr), which directly supplied the GPS logging PC and the ship’s
plotter. Highest noise immunity was obtained when the ground reference of the amplifier/BNC
chassis was referred to ship’s ground (transmitter in the cupboard of the computer desk) and
the ground terminal of the AC mains not connected (AC plug taken off). Some noise could not
be eliminated and a 100 kHz pick-up noise had to be accepted. The system noise threshold
signature was measured with the hydrophone on deck in air (Graph 4, System noise threshold
spectrum). The graph illustrates the non-linear effect of the amplifier in the range of 50-100
kHz, which is related to the overshoot of the response of the A1101 amplifier (Graph 3,
Response curve ETEC A1101 amplifier).

2.8.2. Reference measurements
To increase the level of confidence reference measurements were conducted with an acoustic
reference source with known acoustic sound pressure level. In this case a 10 kHz Ducane
Netmark 1000 pinger was used to refer the outcome to other measurements. The Ducane
Netmark 1000 pinger was used in the research of the effects of acoustic deterrents to
stranded harbour porpoises (Kastelein, et. al., 2000) and since then used as acoustic reference
as a part of the standard procedures. The cylindrical transducer shape assures an omnidirectional emission which makes this type of source easy to deploy with no risk of SL
variations during the reference measurements. The results (Graph 6, Ducane NetMark 1000
reference), showed that the fundamental frequency matched within 1 dB and the outcome of
the harmonics up to 33 kHz within 2.5 dB to the outcome of the same pinger measured on 2411-2005 in the outdoor basin ORCA of SEAMARCO, Wilhelminadorp. The deviations of the
frequency outcome are battery voltage related and probably also the changes (10 dB) in
contribution of harmonic levels above 33 kHz. The basin measurements were conducted under
very low noise conditions and the graph expresses that the noise threshold level measured at
sea was not the limitation of the system, but that the actual system noise level in the range of
10-25 kHz can be 30 dB lower. In this last case the system noise was limited by the dynamic
range of 96 dB of the 16 bit A/D conversion.

2.9. Analysis and procedures
The analysis of the 16 bit binary data files was conducted on IMARES-designed virtual software
instrument build with Labview 7.0 software (National Instruments). The first step in the analysis
was to load the calibration file of the specific time period, which was used to scale each data
sample to the voltage/SPL relation of the pistonphone as measured with the B&K 2239 meter,
this value scaled data samples to the calibrated dB value. Data files, sorted as relevant data as
a function of the wind speed condition, were imported in the analysis module. The time block,
which represented the moment the hydrophone was exactly in the required measurement
position, was selected in the time domain with the appropriate time lap of 10 seconds centred
in time on the moment the vessel was closest to the reference measurement position. This
moment was derived from the GPS log file. Given the sample rate of 512 kHz the power FFT
(Fast Fourier Transformation) taken from a 10 s time series (5128205 samples) would result in
a frequency bandwidth of 256 kHz. The power FFT of the 10 s time series was computed in the
analysis module according the formulae:
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⎛ 1 T p(t ) 2
⎞
= 10 log⎜⎜ ∫ 2 dt ⎟⎟
⎝ T 0 p0
⎠

where:

p(t ) - single rms (route means square) voltage/sound pressure sample pressure sample in
Pa (pascal), sampled at a rate of 512 kHz.

p(ο ) - reference sound pressure level (minimum level in water) of 1μPa
The computed sound pressure level ( splrms ) in this analysis represents the time averaged
sound pressure level over a time period of 10 s. In case of a sample rate of 512 kHz and a
time window of 10 s (5128205 samples) the frequency resolution ( dF ) of the computed fast
Fourier transformed time signal will be 0.1 Hz (sample rate/number of samples). The window
filter type “Hanning” was used to weigh the FFT result. The computed sound pressure
amplitudes, presented as an X (Frequency) and Y (Amplitude) channel, were than exported as
DiaDem 9.1 data files (National Instruments) to execute the final mathematical functions (mean
values of Y-channels of n cases) of these large data files (5128205 samples) and to sort data
files as a conditional report in a graph.

3. Analysis
3.1. Ambient noise measurements in the reference locations
3.1.1. Period 1 (04-06 October 2005)
In the first research period most of the time was spent optimising the equipment and to
eliminate system noise sources to achieve the lowest possible system noise conditions. The
system noise threshold level was mainly determined by the electronic inverter system of the
Yamaha AC mains generator, which produced significant harmonic energy. The optimum
measurement condition was achieved with an additional UPS/battery system, which powered
the acoustic equipment with a floating AC termination and with the ground reference terminal of
the acoustic equipment referred to the ship’s hull.
After achieving this optimum condition ambient measurements were conducted in reference
positions. However, based on the relative high system noise level and the improvements made
in the second period the ambient noise outcome of the first period was disqualified and not
used in the analysis (Graph 4, System noise levels Period 1 and 2).

3.1.2. Period 2 (13-20 October 2005)
The system noise threshold level was further improved before the start of the second mission.
One of the most effective improvements was the addition of a low-pass filter network on the
output of the A1101 pre-amplifier, the improved ground reference and noise filters on the
outputs of the inverters of the UPS/battery and Yamaha AC mains generator. The A1101 preamplifier appeared not flat > 1MHz and the gain increased far beyond the frequency band of
interest around 1.2 MHz, which made the amplifier sensitive to pick-up noise. The addition of a
low-pass filter reduced sensitivity in this frequency band and the influence of aliased high
frequencies in the low frequency band of interest. The improvement is illustrated in the graph of
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the ambient noise characteristic of a single case and the system noise threshold level
measured with the hydrophone in air with all engines off (Graph 5, System noise levels Period 2)
versus a single underwater ambient noise Beaufort 4 case (REF 35 B). As the hydrophone was
not isolated from surrounding noise in air (wind and wave noise) the actual system noise will be
lower. The result also shows the frequency response is limited to approximately 100 kHz,
above this range signals are masked by system noise.

3.1.3. Period 3 (14-16 March 2006)
Data measured on the third mission did not complete the low sea state part of the data set,
however, these data acquired and analysed under Bft 5 conditions represent the ambient
conditions with the exclusion of the sand dredging operation as this finished at the end of
October 2005.

3.2. Overview of data sorting and wind speed conditions
Wind
Data
selection speed
(Bft)
(nr)

Date and time

Data 1.0.

4

06-10-2005

Data 2.0.

4

14-10-2005

Data 2.1.
Data 2.1.1.
Data 2.2.1.

3
3

13-10-2005 18:53-19:29
13-10-2005 18:53-19:29
14-10-2005 13:33-16:17

Data 2.2.2.
Data 2.2.3.
Data 2.2.4.
Data 2.2.5.
Data 2.3.
Data 2.4.
Data 3.1.
Data 3.2.

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

4

14-10-2005 15:16-15:17
14-10-2005 15:16-15:17
14-10-2005 13:30-16:15
17-10-2005 16:24-17:00
15-10-2006 18:05-19:20
16-10-2005 10:41-15:34
15-03-2006 12:36-12:53
15-03-2006 15:05-16:16

Selected references
WTG 18 against system noise level Period
1&2
REF 35B against system noise level Period
2
WTG 1, REF 1AB.
WTG 1 6 successive 10 s time series
REF 33A, 34A, 34B, 35A, 35B, 36 A,36B,
WTG 34, 35, 36.
WTG 34 7 successive 10 s time series
REF 33A 10 successive 1 s time series
REF 33A, 33B and 35A ms. “Englishman”
REF 10AB, REF 11B and beam trawler
REF 30B, 31AB and WTG 31
WTG 13, REF 22 XY and REF 1Y
REF 36 AB and WTG 36
WTG 25, 26, 27 and 28

Table 3 Overview data selections and reference locations as a function of wind speed and the
date and time period of the selected data files.

The overview of ambient noise levels of the analysed data selections presented in table 4
shows that on average the effects of the wind speed condition is only clear in the lower
frequency range and hard to recognize at higher frequencies.
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Data
selection
(nr)
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Wind
speed
(Bft)

Data 2.1.

3

Data
2.2.1.

4

Data 2.3.

4

Data 2.4.

5

Data 3.1.

5

Data 3.2.

5

Average noise levels
(dB re 1μPa/Vrms/0.1 Hz)

Date and Time

13-10-2005
18:53-19:29
14-10-2005
13:33-16:17
15-10-2006
18:05-19:20
16-10-2005
10:41-15:34
15-03-2006
12:36-12:53
15-03-2006
15:05-16:16

10 Hz

100 Hz
(83.2)

1 kHz
(66.5)

10 kHz
(49.5)

77.8

85.5

69.2

45

98.6

85.3

72.1

46.6

102.8

83.6

64.9

44.6

102.3

79.8

67.3

42.3

92.5

77.3

70.6

41.3

94.3

78.0

69.7

45.3

Table 4 Average ambient noise levels of selections of reference locations as a function of the
average wind speed corresponding to the selected locations (the values between brackets are
the Knudsen sea state 4 values, which equal to wind speed Beaufort 5 conditions).

3.2.1. Beaufort 3 related ambient noise signatures.
Low wind speed conditions were rare in the research period. Only one case, presented as data
selection 2.1., a selection of all available (three) reference locations, was analysed and at the
time the circumstances were determined by light rainfall. The results expressed in Graph 7
illustrates the raised ambient levels caused by rainfall in the frequency range > 10 kHz. Graph
8 illustrates the ambient changes over a longer period of time (60 s) of a single reference case
(WTG 1). The six successive time series of each 10 s, illustrated that all time series matched
within 3 dB, but deviated with a maximum of 5 dB < 40 Hz.

3.2.2. Beaufort 4 related ambient noise signatures.
Data selection 2.2.1.
The results of data selection 2.2 (Graph 9) represents the ambient levels measured at 10
reference locations (REF 33A-36AB, WTG34-36) covering a time period of 2 hours and 44
minutes.
Differences of ambient noise level between reference locations of 10 dB occurred and the
average of the selection exceeded the Knudsen Beaufort 5 scale (equal to Knudsen sea state 4
curve) with 5 dB in the range 0.4-2 kHz.
To investigate the background of the deviations a single time series (WTG 34) was analysed
over a longer period of time. The graph 10 shows that on average the ambient levels of 7
successive 10 s time series matched except for one case (series 6) where a significant
increase below 100 Hz was found.
Additionally the ambient levels of 10 successive time series of 1 s (Graph 11) were analysed
also in shorter time periods (1 s) to express the stability within the 10 s time series (REF 33A).
The deviations appeared only significant < 400 Hz, ambient levels in the range of 1-10 kHz
were constant.
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Within this presented time period the influence of ship-traffic in the area could change rapidly as
expressed in the result measured on location REF 33B (Graph 12) when background noise
levels raised due to the presence of tugboat ms. “Englishman” which was at a distance of 1
nautical mile during the recording. Also the effects of the approach of a 220 kW licensed beam
trawler to the reference location REF 11B (Graph 13) 3.5 minutes after the actual measurement
showed a significant increase when the free-sailing beam trawler approached to a distance of
0.24 nmiles (444 m). The ambient noise levels at 100 Hz increased with 6 dB, at 1 kHz 11 dB
and between 10-40 kHz 16 dB.
These events and probably also the presence of coast guard vessel ms.”Zeearend” in the area
could also have contributed to other ambient noise signatures of the selection 2.2.1.

Data selection 2.3
The graph of data selection 2.3 (Graph 14) represents the data of 4 measurement locations
(REF 30B, 31AB, and WTG 31) covering a time period of 1 hour and 15 minutes.
The measured levels are slightly lower than those of dataset 2.2.1 and exceed the Knudsen sea
state 4 curve in the range of 1 and 6 kHz with 4 dB. As no ship-traffic was within range of 3.5
nmiles, the contribution seems to be less ship-noise, but more sea wave noise related.

3.2.3. Beaufort 5 ambient related noise signature
Data selection 2.4
The graph of dataset 2.4 represents the ambient noise levels measured on 3 reference
locations (WTG 13, REF 22 XY and REF 1Y), representing a time period of 4 hour and 53
minutes. During the measurements there was no ship-traffic within a range of 3 nmiles.
The measured levels levelled the Knudsen sea state 4 levels and were lower in other ranges
except for the frequencies < 30 Hz.

Data selection 3.1
The graph of dataset 3.1 (Graph 15) represents the ambient noise levels measured on 3
reference locations (REF 36 AB and WTG 36), representing a time period of 17 minutes. At
location REF 36A pump cavitation noise was monitored. The graph illustrates that the average
result exceeds the Knudsen sea state 4 reference < 20 Hz and in the range of 0.6-2 kHz.

Data selection 3.2
The graph of dataset 3.2 (Graph 16) represents the ambient noise levels measured on 3
reference locations (WTG 25, 26, 27 and 28), representing a time period of 1 hour and 11
minutes. The graph illustrates that the average result exceeds the Knudsen sea state 4
reference < 20 Hz and in the range of 0.4-4 kHz.

3.3. Sources which incidentally raised the ambient noise levels
3.3.1. Sand dredging operations
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On two of the three missions the ambient noise in the OWEZ area was affected by sand
dredging and beach replenishment activities to the north of the NSW area 6 miles off the Dutch
coast and beach of Bergen aan Zee. The dredging operation took place 6 miles off the Dutch
coast in the area boundaries of 52.39 N 004.26 E, 52.38 N 004.28 E, 52.41 N 004.29 E,
52.40 004.30 E (Figure 11). The closest distance to the north of the OWEZ area was
approximately 1.3 nautical mile. The operation started on 24 September 2005 and ended on
21 October. The 24 hours scheduled operation involved three to four trailing suction hopper
dredgers, ms “Alpha B”, ms “Agronaut and ms “Coronaut”, owned by D. Blankevoort
International Dredging Company, Bloemendaal, The Netherlands (Figure 12). A dredging
operation of a single ship involved approximately 20 minutes, after which the stored load was
unloaded on the beach near Bergen aan Zee. Within the area the dredging was operated day
and night by a single and mostly by two ships at a time, while the third unloaded the dredged
sand onto the beach. On 15 October 2005 the underwater produced noise generated by the
dredging and transport activities were recorded in close range (Graph 19 & 20). Ambient levels
raised significantly when the auxilaries were activated and the dredging started. The highest
induced noise levels were measured on the operation of ms “Alpha B” and were dominated by
main engine noise. The overall dredging noise levels increased with 13-20 dB in the frequency
band up to 20 kHz. A recording at closer distance illustrated the increased suction noise in the
higher frequency bands. The recordings of the dredging operation of ms. “Coronaut” were less
pronounced, however, those recordings were conducted at larger distance (approximately 0.6
nmiles).

3.3.2. Underwater detonations
On two of the three missions (mission 2 and 3) underwater detonations by naval related vessels
were monitored and some of those recorded.
On 13 October 2005 09:19 hrs UTC three underwater detonations were monitored, of which
one was recorded (audio file). On 14 October 2005 the position of the source of the
detonations was identified from a radio alert received from Dutch navy diving vessel “Argus”.
The vessel was contacted to retrieve the firing position, which was 30 km north of the
measurement location west of Callantsoog in position 52.39.22 N and 004.21.31 E (Figure 14
a). The vessel’s officers were also willing to announce the exact moment of firing, which raised
the efficiency of the data logging. In a period of 1.5 hours five data records were captured.
On 14 March 2006 on 10:30 Dutch navy vessel “Nautilus” announced by radio a single
underwater detonation in position 52.52 N and 004.32.5 E. At the time of the detonation the
equipment was not ready for recording the event. Hours later mine sweeper vessel HMS
“Haarlem” warned for another underwater detonation during lunch time.
On 16 March 2006 radio calls were received from mine sweeper vessel HMS “Middelburg”,
warning ship traffic of a detonation of a sea mine. As radio communications to the vessel were
not optimum the exact moment of the detonation as well as the position of the firing was
retrieved via the master of fishery inspection vessel “Barend Biesheuvel”. The position of the
detonation (Figure 14 b) was 35 km SW of the measurement location (52.27.6 N and 003.56.0
E).
The recorded data was analysed in the time and frequency domain (Graph 20/23). The
outcome showed that the detonations recorded in October 2005 differ from those recorded on
16 March 2006. In the earlier recordings the discharge of the lead-in explosive, which triggered
the old warhead to explode (Graph 22), was not observed. Also the constant time between the
detonations recorded on 14 October 2005 and the presence of a frigate sonar signal indicate
that those detonations could have been related to a naval exercise.
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4. Conclusion and Discussion
4.1. Ambient noise measurements
Unfortunately the lower sea state conditions were only scarcely available during the
measurements and occurred only in the period the system was not fully optimised. Results
showed that the listed ambient characteristics (Table 4) cannot be expressed in a single value
per seastate condition and that the wind speed condition was not always determinant factor in
the results. In some cases the outcome exceeded the sea state references, in other cases they
were below the expected levels. It appeared during the measurements that the tidal conditions
and the wind direction are parameters of influence in the agitation of the sea surface increasing
the ambient levels above the wind force related sea state. The results of the ambient levels
acquired on wind speed 4 conditions exceeded the Knudsen sea state 4 curve in most cases
and were mainly dominated by ship-noise in the lower frequency range around 100 Hz and sea
state related noise in the frequency range of 0.1- 4 kHz. When this outcome is projected on the
Wenz curves (Wenz, 1962) the ambient levels measured at 100 Hz are similar to the category
“shipping heavy”. At 1 kHz the measured level of 69 dB would be similar to a sea state 6, which
indicates the measured levels are above the expected ambient levels. As illustrated in data
selection 2.2.1 (Graph 9) dynamic changes on the reference locations of 10 dB were high and
as illustrated by the data selection 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. ship-traffic in the area is the background
for the dynamics of the acquired conditions. The lower ambient levels in the ship-traffic
frequency are attributed to ending of the sand dredging activities to the north of the OWEZ area
had ended (data selection 3.1 and 3.2). On several occasion cavitation type of noise was
monitored in the area around reference locations of WTG 36. The increased ambient levels
could also be related to the transport gas rigs Q8-B (Figure 29) at a distance 1250 m from
WTG 36) and more to the coast the CP-Q8-A (at a distance of 4700 m from WTG 30). On these
gas transport rigs power generators and pump injection pumps are constantly running and are
acoustically coupled into sea water by the metal pipe network. Also the deployment of the
hydrophone and the noise of breakwater against the hull of the ship will have had an influence
with an unknown share. However the alternatives with a submerged hydrophone will add electric
noise of the wireless links in the system.

4.2. Noise sources which incidentally affected the ambient noise
levels
4.2.1. Sand dredging operations
Sound spectra of the sand dredging activities of the grouped operation of the trailing suction
hopper dredgers, ms “Alpha B”, ms “Agronaut and ms “Coronaut” showed that the spectrum
peaked in the range of 0.1-0.3 kHz. These sounds will be propagated over a longer distance.
Given the fact that these operations last about a month per occasion and are cyclic all along
the Dutch coast this operation and the effects to aquatic animals is of interest. Sand dredging
could have opposing effects on marine life. On one hand, the acoustic emissions have a
deterrent effect on marine mammals, especially harbour porpoise, but dredging could raise
opportunities for fish to feed on bottom organisms and so attract fish to those areas.

4.2.2. Underwater detonations
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Sound pressure pulses of all explosions peaked at 250 Hz. The very rapid rise-time of the high
amplitude will be highly detrimental to the hearing sense of marine animals and benthos in close
range of the explosion. As the frequency spectrum mainly peaks in the lower part of the
spectrum <1 kHz, the sound will be propagated over long distances (>20 km) as also is
determined by the levels measured at a distance of 30 km, where the SPLs exceed the
“Maximum Exposed Zone” classification of 151 dB re 1 μPa.
If details of the charge weight of the detonated sources were available the Source Level (SL)
could be calculated and the propagation losses could be validated for at least this single
distance case. However, with respect to the low frequency type of signal a propagation loss
estimate of 20 log distance is assumed, which brings the calculated Source Levels at the peak
of the spectrum (250 Hz) in the range of 229-244 dB (re 1 μPa/Vrms/5Hz) with the time window
laid over the period with highest peaks (0.2 s) and an average SL over all measured cases (6)
of 237 dB (re 1 μPa/Vrms/5Hz). Internationally adapted models and guidelines produce
gradients in safe and lethal distances for different categories of cetaceans as a function of their
functional hearing (Verboom, 1999), however, these models are mainly based on data from
terrestrial mammals held underwater (Yelverton et. al 1973, Yelverton 1981) and assumptions
and extrapolations of the human hearing sense. There are three agreed gradients of the
impact of exposed sound levels to the hearing sense (Table 5):
a)

the gradient of direct hearing damage: Sounds within these levels will cause a hearing
injury;

b)

the TTS (Temporary Threshold Shift) gradient: Animals exposed to sound levels
exceeding this threshold the exposure will lead to a permanent shift or offset to the
hearing sense;
the maximum exposed level: This gradient is the threshold for discomfort. Animals
opposed to this level will probably migrate, when exposed to these sound levels for
longer period of time.

c)

As these gradients are species-depended, toothed whales were categorized in groups of
different functional hearing ranges. To summarize, cetaceans as a group have functional
hearing ranges of 10 Hz to 200 kHz with best thresholds near 40-50 dB re 1 Pa. They can be
divided into infrasonic balaenids (probable functional ranges of 15 Hz to 20 kHz; good
sensitivity from 20 Hz to 2 kHz; threshold minima unknown, speculated to be 60-80 dB re 1
Pa); sonic to high frequency species (100 Hz to 100 kHz; widely variable peak spectra; minimal
threshold commonly 50 dB re 1 Pa), and ultrasonic dominant species (200 Hz to 200 kHz
general sensitivity; peak spectra 16 kHz to 120 kHz; minimal threshold commonly 40 dB re 1
Pa). Harbour porpoise belong to the last category of ultrasonic dominant species. When the
harbour porpoise gradients are applied (Verboom, 1999) the corresponding radii can be
calculated. The results are summarised in the overview of table 5, with the reference SPL at
250 Hz (frequency of the detonation peak) with 10 s repetition rate.
Gradients category

Max. exposed Level
TTS level
Hearing Injury level

Reference SPL
(dB re 1 μPa
at 250 Hz
>10 s time
intervals)
151
166
183

Averaged
peak SL
detonation
s (dB re 1
μPa/5 Hz)
237

Calculated
radius from
the source
(km)
19.95
3.55
0.5

Table 5 Overview of the effects of underwater detonations to the hearing sense of harbour
porpoise expressed in three different gradients of exposed levels and the corresponding radii
of the exposed area.
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The sound spectra of all detonations suggest the series recorded 14 October 2005 had a
different origin than the single case recorded 16 March 2006. On the last case the sound
spectrum had a different frequency spectrum and the time series with a lead-in pulse clearly
illustrated the triggering of the old warhead by a lead-in explosive. The detonations of the first
series were not induced in such a way and the repetition rate of the firings was rather constant
and relatively short (20-25 minutes) and this pattern was recognised and spread over two days.
Also the presence of a strong 6 kHz frigate sonar type of signal on both days indicate that the
detonations could have been part of a naval exercise.
The frequency and number of underwater detonations recorded and/or reported by radio in the
three research period suggests that these events are probably underestimated in numbers, but
probably also the effects of these high impulsive sound pressures. A mitigation measure (such
as the use of a pinger) to deter harbour porpoises from the exposed zone could not be
detected and was not foreseen in at least one of the cases (the radio officer of ms “Argus”
confirmed no additional sound sources were applied prior and/or during the detonations of
October 2005).
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5. Glossary of acoustic measurement terms
A-D converter

Ambient noise

Analogue

Anthropogenic noise
Bandwidth

Bit
Cetaceans

DAC

Digital

FFT

Hanning window

Harbour porpoise

An arrangement of miniature transistors, available as integrated
electronic circuit (IC or CHIP), with which analogue signals are
digitised.
The background noise in an area or environment being a composite
of noise from many sources near and far. As noise normally does
not contain tonal type of sounds the noise is expressed in spectral
levels.
There are two main ways of arranging an electronic transfer,
analogue or digital. In the analogue method, signals are
continuously variable and the slightest change may be significant.
Analogue circuits are subject to drift, distortion, and noise, but they
are capable of handling complex signals with relatively simple
circuitry.
Collective for all human produced noise sources.
A range of frequencies that can be passed through a channel. A
channel carrying digital information has a data rate proportional to
its bandwidth.
The smallest unit of data recognisable by a computer. Eight bits
equals one BYTE (or 1 character).
Order, in taxonomic classification, which includes whales and
porpoises.
Two suborders, mysticetes (baleen whales) and odontocetes
(toothed whales), belong to the cetacean order.
Digital to Analogue Converter. An arrangement of miniature
transistors, available as integrated circuit (IC or CHIP), with which a
digital signal is converted to an analogue.
There are two main path of electronic signal transmission, analogue
or digital. The digital method is to consider a circuit either on or off,
a signal as either present or absent, with no levels in between.
Electronic circuits using the digital mode are simple to design and
non-critical in operation. The all-or-nothing nature of digital circuits
make them immune to drift and distortion, and their simplicity
makes them easy to manufacture in large quantity.
Fast Fourier Transform. Transforms digitised waveforms to the
frequency domain. The results can be either real or imaginary, or
magnitude or phase, functions of frequency.
Type of filter technique, used in Fast Fourier Transformed
waveforms, named after its inventor von Hann, has the shape of one
cycle of a cosine wave with 1 added to it so it is always positive.
Windowing is a technique used to shape the time portion of
measurement data, to minimize edge effects that result in spectral
leakage in the FFT spectrum. By using Window Functions correctly,
the spectral resolution of the frequency-domain result will increase.
Phocoena phocoena. Smallest toothed whale species occurring
mostly in coastal waters and quite common in all North Sea areas.
Average length 1.5 m to a maximum of 2 m.
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Hydrophone

Pascal

Pinger

Pistonphone

Propagation losses
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Device used for receiving acoustic signals underwater and
converting sound vibrations to electric signals proportional to the
frequency and levels of the received sound.
Unit of sound pressure level. The atmospheric pressure, i.e., the
environmental air pressure in absence of sound. It is measured in a
SI (Système International, i.e., International System) unit called
Pascal (1 Pascal is equal to a force of 1 Newton acting on a
surface of 1 square meter and is abbreviated 1 Pa). This pressure
amounts to roughly 100,000 Pa (the standard value is 101,325 Pa).
Then we can define sound pressure as the difference between the
actual instantaneous pressure due to sound and the atmospheric
pressure, measured in Pa. However, sound pressure has usually a
value much smaller than the one corresponding to the atmospheric
pressure. For instance, unbearably loud sounds may be around 20
Pa, while the human hearing threshold in air is around 20 μPa (μPa
stands for micropascal, i.e., a unit one million times smaller than the
pascal). This is much the same as the case of some gentle ripples
on the surface a swimming pool. The threshold for underwater
sound pressure levels is adapted to 1 μPa (See also Reference
levels). Unlike the slow changes of atmospheric pressure sound
pressure is rapidly changing, alternating between positive and
negative values, at a rate of between 20 and 20,000 times per
second. This rate is called frequency and is expressed in Hertz
(abbreviated Hz), a unit equivalent to a cycle per second. In order to
reduce the amount of digits, frequencies above 1,000 Hz are
usually expressed in kilohertz, abbreviated kHz.
Autonomous battery powered electronic device producing sound
patterns in random or constant time intervals. Developed to deter
cetaceans from gillnets. Also used as reference source for
hydrophone arrays or as acoustic measurements.
A battery-operated, precision low frequency sound source used for
accurate and reliable calibration of measurement microphones and
hydrophones based on the excitation of a piston inside a cylinder.
The frequency is nominally 250 Hz. The hydrophone is accurately
coupled to the cylinder at a fixed distance and will produce a output
voltage which is accurately related to the specified or measured
sound pressure level of the pistonphone. The uncertainty of the
pistonphone’s sound level is nominally 0.08 dB.
Transmission losses of sound over distance through a medium (air,
seawater). The propagation losses of sound are frequency-depended
and also depend on complex number of factors (bottom structure,
sediment, etc) and are mostly irregular in coastal waters. Main
factors are geographical spreading ( TLg ) and absorption loss
( TLa ):
TL = TLg + TLa where TLg = 20 log r2
(for geometrical spherical spreading; r2 is in meters)
TLg = α r2 (units are dB/m),

where α is the attenuation coefficient and a function of frequency, r2
is in meters.
The rate at which sound is absorbed by water is related to the square
of frequency ( α ∝ f 2); lower frequency sounds have low absorption
coefficients and therefore propagate long distances.
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Reference levels

Sample rate

SL

Spectrogram

Spectral level

SPL

Wenz curves
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A sound level of 120 dB in air is not the same as 120 dB in water,
primarily because of the differences in reference measurements. In
air, the sound pressure level is referenced to 20 μPa, while in water
the sound pressure level is referenced to 1 μPa. The reference
conversion factor for dB air to water (dB): = 20 log (pwater/1μPa) = 20
log (20) = + 26 dB.
The acoustic impedance of water is about 3600 times that of air;
which equals 10 log (3600) = 36 dB. In total the conversion factor is
36+26 = 62 dB. If a jet engine produces 140 dB re 20μPa @ 1m,
then the underwater equivalent sound levels would be SPLwater = SPLair
+ 62 = 202 dB re 1μPa.
The value of this frequency refers to how frequently the analogue
signal is measured during the digitising process. The higher the
frequency the signal is sampled, the better the approximation to the
original signal. The frequency defines also the aperture of the
frewquency bandwidth (Bandwidth = sample rate/2). A sample rate
of 512 kHz will support a frequency bandwidth up to 256 kHz.
However, the higher the sample rate the more memory is required
to store the samples.
Source level is the Sound Pressure Level of a sound source
measured on the acoustic axis at a distance of 1 m from the source.
In underwater acoustics this level is commonly referred to a reference
pressure of 1 μPa. The definition is than 10 log intensity, divided by
the reference intensity and expressed in dB (decibel) re (relative to)
1μPa / 1 m. Noise levels, although measured in different frequency
bands, are always reduced to a 1 Hz frequency band and expressed
as dB re 1 μPa / √ Hz.
A graph, which displays acoustic signal frequency against time
allowing frequency patterns to be visualised, and reverberations to
be depicted.
Acoustic power level within a one-Hertz “slice” of a bandwidth (e.g.,
the spectral level at 150 Hz is the acoustic power level within the
bandwidth between 149.5 Hz and 150.5 Hz).
Sound Pressure Level, pressure level of a sound source measured
at a certain distance from a sound source and commonly referred
to a reference pressure level of 1 μPa and expressed in dB re 1
μPa.
Wenz curves are used as an aid to categorize the ambient noise
levels as a function of ship-traffic and sea state condition.
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7. Figures

Figure 2 Ambient sea state noise curves and ship-traffic according the Wenz reference
categories (Wenz, 1962)
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Figure 3 Near Shore Wind (NSW) area with the positions of wind turbines and the reference
locations were ambient noise measurements were conducted at distances of 300 and 600 m
from the planned WTG ( Wind Turbine Generator) positions. (The met buoy and NIOZ frame were
removed before the start of the measurements). Cardinal buoys north and south are the
markers for the Meteo Mast (Figure 3)

Figure 4 Meteo Mast on the west side of the NSW area (position given in Figure 2)
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Figure 5 Accuracy of GPS positions over a period of 4 days. Position data received from a GM
17N GPS receiver on top of the roof of the Wageningen IMARES laboratory, October 2005. The
grid size is 3.81 m latitude (in the direction of the red arrow) and 2.41 m longitude. The
maximum deviation to the average position is 3 divisions, which equals to 11.7 m and 7.23 m.

Figure 6 The positioning of the vessel and the tracks over a series of reference locations with
on each reference the 25 m radius in which the actual ambient measurements were conducted.
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Figure 7 Picture of the hydrophone deployment over the side of the ship

Figure 8 Hydrophone calibration set-up with left the Reson hydrophone TC4032 coupled onto
the G.R.A.S. 42 AC pistonphone and the sound level meter type B&K 2239 coupled onto the
side gate of the coupler. On the right side the calibration equipment to the right the 10 kHz
Ducane NetMark 1000 pinger used as reference source during the measurements.
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Figure 9 Calibration certificate of the G.R.A.S. 42AC pistonphone
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Figure 10 a Calibration certificate sound level meter B&K, type 2239 sheet 1
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Figure 10 b Calibration certificate sound level meter type B&K 2239 sheet 2
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Figure 11 Overview of the sand dredging area relative to the NSW location with a closest
distance of 1.3 nautical miles
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Name:
Type:
Built by:
Year:
Total installed power:
Hopper capacity:
Loading capacity:
Length o.a.:
Length b.p.:
Breadth:
Draught:

Alpha B
Trailing suction hopper dredger
IHC Smit, Kinderdijk
1980
8.000 kW
4.737 m3
6.000 ton
112,0 m
104,0 m
21,4 m
6,4 m

Name:
Type:
Built by:
Year:
Total installed power:
Hopper capacity:
Loading capacity:
Length o.a.:
Breadth:
Draught:

Argonaut
Trailing suction hopper dredger
IHC Holland
1990
kW
3.000 m³
3.420 ton
81,8 m
14,0 m
5,3 m

Name:
Type:
Built by:
Year:
Total installed power:
Hopper capacity:
Loading capacity:
Length o.a.:
Breadth:
Draught:

Coronaut
Trailing suction hopper dredger
IHC Holland
1988
4.385 kW
2.500 m3
3.500 ton
85,9 m
14,0 m
5,3 m

Figure 12 Particulars trucker suction hoppers and ms. “Alpha B” and ms. “Coronaut” in
operation on 15 October 2005 with the acoustic measurements on going.
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Figure 13 Ms. “Hendrik Karssen”
Particulars:
Call sign
Length o.a.
Beam
Depth
GRT

:PEQC
:37.65 m
:6.40 m
:1.90 m
:149 tonnes

Propulsion
Auxiliaries
Bilge pumps
Max speed
Accommodation
Certificate

:Twin system of two main engines type Skania DS 11 of each 256 hp
:Two Mitsubishi engines of 20 kVA each
:Two pumps of 7.5 kW each
:12.5 knots
:6 persons above crew
:Dutch Shipping Inspectorate 30 miles tender mode

Ship owner:

Gebr. Bakker
Noorderoeverdijk 35
1779 AN Den Oever
Telephone:
+31 227 511426
Moble:
+31 620422580
Telefax:
+31 227 512540
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Fig 14 a Chart with the positions of the hydrophone (blue bullets) during the recordings of the
detonations on ms. “Argus” 15 October 2005. Distance to the hydrophone varied between
29.6 and 30. 6 km.

Figure 14 b Chart of the position of the hydrophone on the south west side of the NSW area
and the position of the detonation of HMS “Middelburg” on 16 March 2006. Distance to the
hydrophone was 34.8 km.
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8. Curves and Graphs I (Graph 1/8)
Wind speed conditions

Wind speed conditions Period 2
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Graph 1a Wind speed conditions on the second mission (13-20 October 2005)
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Graph 1b Wind speed conditions on the third mission (14-16 March 2006)
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Graph 2 Reson TC4032 hydrophone response curve with a flat response from 10 Hz-80 kHz
(+/- 2.5 dB dB)
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Response curve ETEC A1101 pre-amplifier
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Graph 3 Response curve of the ETEC A1101 amplifier with a 1 and 10 Hz high-pas filter setting
and the 150 kHz low-pass filter. The response was measured with a 100 mV (p/p) sine wave
reference signal in the range of 0.1 Hz to 250 kHz from a HP33120A arbitrary waveform
generator and the output signal of the A1101 amplifier was measured with Tektronix 455
oscilloscope. At 10 Hz high-pass the response is – 3.35 dB in all three gain settings and at 100
kHz the response is + 2.2 dB.
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Ambient and system noise period 1 data selection 1.0
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Graph 4 System noise levels Period 1 and 2 and a single ambient result of Period 1 location
WTG 18.
This graph demonstrates the influence of system noise on a single outcome of period 1
measured on position WTG 18 as well as the reduced system noise obtained in period 2.
Based on this outcome the results of period 1 were not taken into account and disqualified.
All spectra represent the fast Fourier transformation of time series of 2s (1025641 samples)
with a frequency resolution ( dF ) of 0.5 Hz. The reason for the shorter time periods was the
shorter system noise files of this first mission. The mean curves are the symmetrical
smoothed results over 200 points. The system noise of Period 1, expressed in the raw FFT
results (light grey curve) and black mean curve, was measured with the hydrophone on deck in
air and all engines switched off and peaked in the LF band between 0.1 and 0.3 kHz and was
found in all three available noise data files. The graph clearly expresses the positive effects of
the noise reduction measures taken after the first research period, i.e. the addition of a lowpass filter network on the output of the A1101 pre-amplifier, the improved ground reference
and noise filtering networks in the AC mains supply circuitry.
The real system noise level will be lower as the hydrophone was not isolated for surrounding
noise.
The measured results were not compensated for the responses of hydrophone TC 4032 and
pre-amplifier A1101. At 100 kHz 3.7 dB has to be added to the outcome (TC 4032 -6 dB,
A1101 +2.3 dB). At 10 Hz the level has to be increased with 3.4 dB (See also Graph 3,
Response of the A1101 amplifier).
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System noise threshold level against a single ambient
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Graph 5 System noise level Period 2 and a single ambient result (REF 35B) measured on 14
October 2005. The grey curve is the raw FFT result presenting 5128205 samples and a
frequency resolution ( dF ) of 0.1 Hz with the blue curve as mean result (symmetrical smooth
200 points). The system noise, expressed in the raw FFT result (blue curve, 5128205 samples)
and black mean curve, was measured on the same day with the hydrophone on deck in air and
all engines switched off. The real system noise level will be lower as the hydrophone was not
isolated for surrounding noise. The Knudsen 4 & 6 lines are the ambient noise spectral levels
for sea state 4 and 6 conditions (Knudsen et al. 1948).
The measured results are not compensated for the responses of hydrophone TC 4032 and preamplifier A1101. At 100 kHz 3.7 dB has to be added to the outcome (TC 4032 -6 dB, A1101
+2.3 dB). At 10 Hz the level has to be increased with 3.4 dB (Graph 3, Response curve of the
ETEC A1101 amplifier).
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Ducane NetMark 1000 reference
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Graph 6 Selection of two Ducane Netmark 1000 reference results measured on 19-10-2005 in
open sea and on 25-11-2005 in the outdoor basin ORCA of SEAMARCO, Wilhelminadorp, both
measured with identical instrumentation. The basin measurements were conducted under very
low noise conditions and the graph expresses the noise threshold levels measured at sea were
not the limitation of the system, but that the actual system noise level in the range of 10-25 kHz
can be 30 dB lower. Both curves represent the average spectra of five and six pulses, which
were each fast Fourier transformed over the complete pulse period of 0.297 s involving
152308 samples and a frequency resolution ( dF ) of 3.37 Hz. The measured results were not
compensated for the responses of hydrophone TC 4032 and pre-amplifier A1101. At 100 kHz
3.7 dB has to be added to the outcome (TC 4032 -6 dB, A1101 +2.3 dB).

Average peak values
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Pulse structure
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Frequency
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33467
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Average peak values
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re 1
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10865
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21727
120.95
32589
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117.16
65178
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Ambient noise Beaufort 3 selection 2.1
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Graph 7 Selection of ambient noise signatures as a function of wind speed Beaufort 3
condition. The graph represents data selection 2.1 involving 3 measurement locations (REF 1A,
1B, and WTG 1) measured 13 October 2005 during rainfall under low wind speed conditions.
The effects of rainfall are clearly expressed in the raised levels in the higher frequency range >
10 kHz. The grey curve is the raw FFT result of a single measurement in location REF 1A
presenting 5128205 samples and a frequency resolution ( dF ) of 0.1 Hz with the blue curve as
mean result (symmetrical smooth 200 points). The red curves are the other mean results in the
given locations. The green curve represents the average of all smoothed curves. The Knudsen
4 & 6 lines are the ambient noise spectral levels for sea state 4 and 6 conditions (Knudsen et
al. 1948).
The measured results are not compensated for the responses of hydrophone TC 4032 and preamplifier A1101. At 100 kHz 3.7 dB has to be added to the outcome (TC 4032 -6 dB, A1101
+2.3 dB). At 10 Hz the level has to be increased with 3.4 dB (See also Graph 3, Response
curve of the ETEC A1101 amplifier).
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Ambient noise data selection 2.1.1. WTG 1
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Graph 8 Ambient noise deviations over 6 successive time series of 10 s, starting at 5 s,
measured on reference WTG 1, data selection 2.1 as a function of wind speed Beaufort 3
condition. The first time series was also used in the data selection 2.1 (Graph 7). All 10 s time
series were fast Fourier transformed presenting 5128205 samples and a frequency resolution
( dF ) of 0.1 Hz and after smoothed (symmetrical smooth 200 points).
The measured results were not compensated for the responses of hydrophone TC 4032 and
pre-amplifier A1101. At 100 kHz 3.7 dB has to be added to the outcome (TC 4032 -6 dB,
A1101 +2.3 dB). At 10 Hz the level has to be increased with 3.4 dB (See also Graph 3,
Response of the A1101 amplifier).
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Curves and Graphs II (Graph 9/13)
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Curves and Graphs III (Graph 14/17)
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Curves and Graphs IV (Graph 18/23)
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